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Abstract
This paper describes our submissions to the
2023 Conference on Machine Translation
(WMT23) Metrics shared task. Knowledge dis-
tillation is commonly used to create smaller
student models that mimic a larger teacher
model while reducing the model size and
hence inference cost in production. In this
work, we apply knowledge distillation to ma-
chine translation evaluation metrics and dis-
till existing reference-based teacher metrics
into reference-free (quality estimation; QE) stu-
dent metrics. We mainly focus on students
of Unbabel’s COMET22 reference-based metric.
When evaluating on the official WMT22 Met-
rics evaluation task, our distilled Cometoid QE
metrics outperform all other QE metrics on
that set while matching or out-performing the
reference-based teacher metric. Our metrics
never see the human ground-truth scores di-
rectly – only the teacher metric was trained on
human scores by its original creators. We also
distill ChrF sentence-level scores into a neu-
ral QE metric and find that our reference-free
(and fully human-score-free) student metric
ChrFoid outperforms its teacher metric by over
7% pairwise accuracy on the same WMT22
task, rivaling other existing QE metrics.1

1 Introduction

The Conference on Machine Translation (WMT)
organizes an annual shared task for meta-evaluation
of machine translation (MT) evaluation met-
rics (Freitag et al., 2022), where numerous MT
evaluation metrics are proposed and revised each
year. The MT metrics are broadly categorized as:
(i) reference-based metrics, which score MT hy-
pothesis against one or more reference translations
from humans, and (ii) reference-free metrics, which
do not require references and instead score hypothe-
sis directly against the source sentence. Reference-
free metrics, also known as quality estimation (QE)

1Metrics and usage instructions are available at:
https://github.com/marian-nmt/wmt23-metrics

metrics, are an attractive choice in scenarios where
reference translations are either unavailable or un-
reliable. However, currently, QE metrics lag be-
hind the reference-based metrics by a considerable
margin according to metrics meta-evaluation re-
sults (Freitag et al., 2022).

Knowledge distillation (KD) (Liang et al., 2008;
Hinton et al., 2015) is commonly used to create
smaller student models that mimic larger teacher
models (Kim and Rush, 2016) which reduces com-
putational cost when deploying models in produc-
tion (Kim et al., 2019). Other use cases of KD
in MT include distillation from auto-regressive
teacher translation models to non-autoregressive
students (Zhou et al., 2020) where the students
“suffer” from an information bottleneck (here: no
access to their own previous output in a time se-
quence) which impedes their performance when
trained on original data. The simplified and prob-
ably smoothed output distribution of the teacher
is easier to “digest” and often results in improved
performance for the student.

In this work, we treat existing reference-based
metrics as teachers and by applying knowledge dis-
tillation, we create reference-free student metrics
that completely eliminate the need for references
in evaluation. This is achieved by introducing a
hard information bottleneck: just dropping the ref-
erence during training while keeping the original
reference-based teacher score.

2 Experiments

2.1 Data Preparation

Our training set combines public and internal data
sets. The public data is composed of all the MT sys-
tems submitted to WMT News (or General) Trans-
lation task between years 2009 and 2023. Our inter-
nal data set is prepared by translating parallel data
using four MT systems: Moses SMT (Koehn et al.,
2007), readily available bilingual NMT (Tiede-

https://github.com/marian-nmt/wmt23-metrics
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mann and Thottingal, 2020), multilingual trans-
former NMT (Gowda et al., 2021), and Microsoft
Translator service. The number of examples in our
training data is reported in Table 1.

For each training example i, let si, ri and hi,
be source, reference and MT hypothesis segments,
respectively. Each example is initially scored using
teacher metrics that use reference translations and
later references are dropped while training the stu-
dent metrics. In this work, we use COMET22 (Rei
et al., 2022a) and ChrF (Popović, 2015) as teacher
metrics. Teacher metrics that need source, refer-
ence and hypotheses as inputs – e.g. COMET22 – pro-
duce training data in the form of (si, ri, hi) → R.
The reference-only teachers such as ChrF produce
(ri, hi) → R. All teacher sentence-level scores
are normalized to the [0, 1] range. For COMET22
this required no change; for ChrF, computed by
SacreBLEU (Post, 2018), we divide scores by 100.

Distilled students are trained on source-
hypothesis pairs (si, hi) → R where the score
is from the respective original reference-based
teacher. Neither the references nor the human
scores are directly seen by the student. However,
indirectly, human scores may have been used by
the teacher metric, which is the case for COMET22,
but not for ChrF.

Dataset Number of Examples
WMT09-21 systems 4.0M
WMT22 systems 0.5M
WMT23 systems 0.5M
Internal dataset 6.8M

Table 1: Training dataset size.

2.2 Model

Our distilled models have a similar architecture
to COMET-QE models (Rei et al., 2020a),2 and are
implemented in MarianNMT (Junczys-Dowmunt
et al., 2018), a fast NMT toolkit.3 We slightly
simplify the architecture by removing the encoder
layer mixing and the batch-normalization present
in the original implementation (neither seemed to
contribute to any improvements), but we keep the
general architecture of the added FFN regressor and
the way how the encoder embeddings of source and
hypothesis are combined into a single vector. Final
output scores are squashed to the [0, 1] range via a

2https://huggingface.co/Unbabel/
wmt20-comet-qe-da

3https://marian-nmt.github.io

sigmoid function.
Similar to COMET22, we initialize our stu-

dent models with the pretrained weights from
InfoXLM (Chi et al., 2021),4 specifically
infoxlm-large that has 24 transformer lay-
ers (Vaswani et al., 2017).

We create the following four student models:

• Cometoid22-wmt21: student model distilled
from COMET22 and trained on scored data from
the WMT News Translation task from 2009 -
2021 and similarly sized private data.

• Cometoid22-wmt22: Same as above, ex-
cept we include system outputs submitted to
WMT22. This is our primary submission to
WMT23 Metrics shared task.

• Cometoid22-wmt23: Same as the above, ex-
cept we include the system outputs submitted
to WMT23.

• ChrFoid-wmt23: Same as the above, but we
use segment-level ChrF as the teacher. This
is an experimental model trained after the
WMT23 Metrics shared-task deadline and has
not been submitted to the shared task.

We evaluate our models on the WMT22 shared
task while including WMT22 shared-task system
outputs (MT systems and their reference-based
scores) in the training data. This may seem sus-
picious at first, but note that our models do not
use any human scores (the actual ground-truth of
the task) in the training process, neither did the
reference-based teachers which were trained be-
fore the WMT22 shared task. For the part of the
evaluation where system submissions are avail-
able, this can be seen as part of an involved scor-
ing process where the teacher remains blind to
WMT22/WMT23 outputs, but the student does see
them during distillation.

However, we are aware that this view may
be disputable, hence we have submitted our
Cometoid22-wmt22 (blind to WMT23 outputs) as
the primary submission to the WMT23 shared task
instead of Cometoid22-wmt23 that has seen scored
WMT23 outputs (but not the actual ground-truth).
We also provide results for Cometoid22-wmt21
which is fully blind in regard to both – WMT22
and WMT23 outputs.

4https://huggingface.co/microsoft/
infoxlm-large

https://huggingface.co/Unbabel/wmt20-comet-qe-da
https://huggingface.co/Unbabel/wmt20-comet-qe-da
https://marian-nmt.github.io
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/infoxlm-large
https://huggingface.co/microsoft/infoxlm-large
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Metric DA+SQM MQM
Metricx_xxl_MQM_2020 0.861 0.850
Metricx_xl_MQM_2020 0.859 0.843
Cometoid22-wmt23 QE 0.859 0.803
Metricx_xxl_DA_2019 0.857 0.865
Cometoid22-wmt22 QE 0.857 0.807
Metricx_xl_DA_2019 0.850 0.865
Cometoid22-wmt21 QE 0.848 0.788
UniTE 0.847 0.828
COMET22 0.839 0.839
UniTE-ref 0.838 0.818
COMETKiwi(WMT22) QE 0.832 0.788

Cross-QE QE 0.832 0.781

ChrFoid-wmt23 QE 0.832 0.777

COMETKiwi (public) QE 0.816 0.770
ChrF 0.758 0.734

Table 2: WMT22 Evaluation system-level pairwise ac-
curacy with DA+SQM (13 language pairs) and MQM
(3 language pairs only). Rows are ordered by DA+SQM
accuracy. Cometoid22 metrics are the best reference-
free ( QE ) metrics.

2.3 Training

We ensure that scores from teacher metrics are
in [0, 1] range and optimize student metrics using
cross-entropy loss.5 Rei et al. (2020b) found that
freezing InfoXLM layers for a number of epochs
and training only the added parameters is benefi-
cial, however, we were unable to confirm this with
our metrics; we have fine-tuned all parameters till
convergence according to perplexity on a small
heldout subset of the data. For the final primary
submission, we added the heldout data back to the
training data and trained for the same number of
iterations. We see minor improvements from Mix-
up regularization (Pinto et al., 2022) which we use
for all student trainings.

3 Results and Analysis

We report system level pairwise accuracy ob-
tained using mt-metrics-eval,6 the official meta-
evaluation pipeline used in WMT22 Metrics task.
Table 2 shows that our COMETOID metrics are the
top-performing QE metrics on the WMT22 Met-
rics data set. Interestingly, COMETOID student
models also outperform the COMET22 reference-
based teacher model on DA+SQM data (we do fare
worse on the smaller MQM data set only). Last but

5Our preliminary experiments with mean absolute error
loss performed inferior to cross-entropy.

6https://github.com/google-research/
mt-metrics-eval

not least, ChrFoid – our student metric distilled
from the ChrF (Popović, 2015) string-based met-
ric – does surprisingly well and out-performs the
teacher metric by a considerable margin despite
now being reference-free.

4 Related Work

Reference-free ( QE ) metrics: Comet20-QE (Rei
et al., 2020b) and CometKiwi22 (Rei et al., 2022c)
are popular QE metrics. UniTE (Wan et al., 2022)
supports inference in reference-free mode, in addi-
tion to reference-based mode. These metrics rely
on scores from human evaluators during training
and are limited by availability of high quality hu-
man ratings. Our metrics are trained with scores
from teacher models and are trained on larger train-
ing data than what has been rated by human evalu-
ators.

Distillation: Pu et al. (2021) and Rei et al.
(2022b) apply knowledge distillation to the
reference-based metrics, however, their distillation
is aimed at reducing the model size for the sake
of reducing computational cost during inference.
Our work differs from theirs, as we distill with the
aim of removing the need for human references at
inference time.

5 Conclusion

We believe this work describes a perhaps simpler
avenue towards more powerful QE metrics than
proposed so far: build strong reference-based first,
next distill into even stronger QE metrics. It fur-
ther seems that performance improves with adding
fully synthetic data (via adding larger amounts of
inputs and automatically scored outputs). This ef-
fect seems also applicable to “dumb” metrics like
ChrF: we have arrived at CHRFOID, a QE metric
that has seen no human scores at all, and yet rivals
the performance of the best previously available
QE metrics. Knowledge distillation combined with
a strong information bottleneck (reference-based
to reference-free) seems to be the key in this new
approach.

Limitations

Using available system outputs of the same shared
task for training the metric may be a disputable
approach even if the ground-truth was not used.
Training time and model size of our distilled met-
rics are similar to the other popular metrics, and
may be a limitation.

https://github.com/google-research/mt-metrics-eval
https://github.com/google-research/mt-metrics-eval
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